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This program is for informational purposes only. Before starting these or
any dietary changes, consult with your doctor. Results from this program
will vary, as each individual’s body is different. Follow your intuition and
take the information provided here as suggestion only. The author is not a
medical doctor, therefore this program is not intended as medical advice.
Because there is always risk involved, the author may not be held
responsible for any adverse effects or consequences resulting from the
use of any recipes, suggestions, or procedures described hereafter.

All content ©2021 Christi Flaherty. All Rights Reserved. No part may be
reproduced, used to create a derivative work, or transmitted in any form
or by any means without written consent of the author. 

That means it’s unfortunately not ok to email these files to your friend,
photocopy them for your whole family or post any recipes in full or in part
on any websites or in printed materials without written consent from
Christi. Feel free to email Christi@healthyhappyreal.com for more
information, questions or to ask permission to use. 

THINGS I HAVE TO SAY



I'm Christi, and after years of being on
the eternal diet/fail/self-loathing
cycle, I have finally learned what
foods serve my body, making me feel
great and better than ever about how
I look.

Does this sound like you?

My beautiful friend, you simply need a reset, not another diet. You need a way
to begin clearing out the inflammation that's causing stubborn weight gain as
well as a host of other negative symptoms. 

A reset is exactly that - you will wipe the slate clean and learn which foods
serve your unique body. By adjusting what you eat, you could ultimately:

•Have less (or even no) bloating
•Feel energized (and sleep well)
•Rebound from stress easier
•Have relief from joint and other pain
•Have a healthy relationship with food and fewer cravings

These five days will show you how to start on this journey to wellness on your
terms so you can do all you really want to do without pain, fatigue and extra
pounds weighing you down. Read on to find out how we can work together to
reach all your health goals.

Ready to get started?

Welcome to the
Real Food Reset!



The meal plan is created for two to accommodate leftovers and limit food
waste. If you are cooking these meals for more or less people, adjust the
shopping list and ingredients on recipes accordingly.
Beverage options -  tea, coffee, sparkling or still mineral water. No
sweeteners (even stevia) are allowed, but you can use unsweetened
almond milk, coconut milk or Nutpods Creamer for your coffee and tea.
(Nutpods taste just like dairy creamer! Follow this link for my  favorite,
the original or go to the Nutpods store for all the flavors.)

The best way to fight inflammation is to temporarily eliminate the sources
causing inflammation. The biggest culprits are processed foods, dairy, sugar,
alcohol, grains, and legumes (including peanuts and soy). 

I KNOW, I KNOW!! This seems hard! But I've got it all set up for you and it will
be soooo much easier than you think. Plus each day you will be getting a little
encouragement from me via email. (Mark christi@healthyhappyreal.com as a
safe email so you don't miss any and use this email if you have questions.)

Step One:
Download your 5 Day Meal Plan and Shopping Guide 

Step Two: 
Go Grocery Shopping

Step Three: 
Download the Real Food Reset Program Prep Guide for the step-by-step
process daily prep. It will be almost like me cooking right alongside you!

Three Steps to Reset

https://amzn.to/3lpqo61
https://www.amazon.com/stores/nutpods/page/9070CB90-B098-463C-99E0-83086F43740D?ref_=ast_bln
https://healthyhappyreal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/real-food-reset-5-Day-Meal-Plan.pdf
https://healthyhappyreal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Real-Food-Reset-Program-Prep-Guide.pdf


Yes, I Want Lasting Change!

You don't have to do it alone!

https://my.practicebetter.io/#/5f6cefff2a90290d64f0052a/forms?f=5f9b44d42a90290c901a094a

